
CONSCIOUS 
PROMOTIONS
product range



REUSABLE MATERIALS › 05 
Bottles, lunchboxes,  
tumblers, coasters 

RECYCLED › 11 
Bottles, shopping bags, cooler bags,  
beannies, lanyards, notebooks

RENEWABLE › 23 
Notebooks, sticky notes, speakers,  
phone stands  

ETHICAL FABRICS › 31 
Caps, shopping bags, aprons,  
cosmetic bags  

REUSE PRODUCTS › 39 
Bottles, shopping bags, straws,  
cutlery sets  

CONSCIOUS PROMOTIONS RESPECTING  OUR NATURAL 
RESOURCES

Index We contribute to create 
conscious promotions 

Aligned with the growing need to 
support social and responsible 
production, recycling and 
reutilization, we continuously 
re-examine the way we approach 
our product and material 
selection, manufacturing and 
print production processes.  
Dedicated to sustainability and 
the development of a responsible 
collection, we can project our 
brands and environmental goals 
whilst aiding the reduction of 

As we contribute to create 
conscious promotions, choosing 
the right materials is an essential 
part of our strategy. Whenever 
possible, and whilst focussing 
upon functionality and quality, 
our collection is, where relevant, 
gradually upgraded or substituted 
with newer and more  

sustainable materials. This means 
selecting high quality materials that 
are recycled or lend themselves to 
recycling, materials derived from 
renewable sources and ethically 
sourced. The centrepiece of this 
is supporting our suppliers in 
implementing innovative processes 
to produce more sustainable 
materials.
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REUSABLE 
MATERIALS
Items made from natural and 
reusable materials such as glass 
and slate can be used over and 
over again. 

They are a durable choice that not 
only helps in reducing waste but 
also results in high-quality items 
with a more premium feel to them. 
They can also be recycled.

GLASS

SLATE

MO9927

MO6169
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GLASS
Glass is a sustainable and budget 

styles and sizes for any occasion, 
you can use these for when you 
are thirsty to help avoid single 
use items. Do your part by 
making this small change.

Glass is a great material that can 
be re-used which makes it a perfect 
match for our collection. All easy to 
clean and long lasting.

Venice  MO6210
Glass drinking bottle with aluminium lid. Capacity: 
500 ml. Not suitable for carbonated drinks.

Praga Glass  MO9746
Glass bottle with PP lid with hanging carrying loop. 
Capacity 470 ml. Not suitable for carbonated drinks.

Utah Denim  MO6192
Drinking bottle in glass with denim look neoprene 
pouch. Capacity: 500 ml. Not suitable for carbonated 
drinks.

Utah Touch  MO6168
Drinking bottle in glass with neoprene style and jute 
mixed material pouch. Capacity: 500 ml. Not suitable 
for carbonated drinks.

Astoglass  MO9992
Glass tumbler with silicone lid and grip. Capacity 350 
ml. As this is a single wall mug heat transfer can 
still occur.

Pole Glass  MO6169
Double wall borosilicate glass bottle. It has an LED 
touch thermometer incorporated in to the top of the 
lid and tea infuser inside. 1 CR 2450 battery included. 
Leakproof. Capacity: 390 ml.

Praga Lunchbox  MO9923
High borosilicate glass lunchbox with air tight locking 
lid in PP. Suitable for microwave. Capacity 900 ml.

Bielo Tumbler  MO9927
Double wall high borosilicate glass with silicone lid. 
Capacity 350ml.
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SLATE
Slate is a mineral product / 
100% natural. Its production 
process is very simple and has 
a low environmental impact 
(minimum manufacturing as it is 
handcrafted from the quarry) 

Natural slate can be easily recycled 
at the end of its life.

Slatetree  CX1433
Slate hanger tree shaped with cord hanger.

      

Slate4  MO9124
Set of 4 coasters made of slate with EVA bottom.
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RECYCLED
Let us all recycle!

Nowadays we are very active on 
recycling in order to take care of 
the environment but also to bring 
new products made of recycled 
materials. 
It is a simple act for us that brings 
big and good impacts for our world.

RECYCLED ABS

RECYCLED PET     

RECYCLED PAPER

MO6130
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RECYCLED ABS
Many materials have found a 
second life by being recycled. This 
also counts for ABS (Acrylonitrile 
Butadiene Styrene). Check out 
these new trendy  items made 
from recycled ABS.

Swing  MO6251
Recycled ABS 5.0 wireless speaker with LED light 
indication. 1 Rechargeable Li-ion 300 mAh battery 
included. Output data: 3W, 3 Ohm and 5V. Playing 
time approx. 2h.

Twing  MO6250
Recycled ABS wireless charger. Connect to your 
computer, place smartphone on device to commence 
charging. Output: DC 9V/1.1A (10W) for quick charging. 
Compatible latest androids, iPhone® 8, X and newer. 
Size Ø9,8x0,7 cm

Rwing  MO6252
Recycled ABS True Wireless Stereo (TWS) 5.0 wireless 
stereo earbuds with 40 mAh battery built-in. Playing 
time approx. 4 hours. Including a micro USB charging 
cable and a 300 mAh charging station. 

MO6252

MO6250
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RECYCLED PET
PET is the most common type of 
plastic, mostly used for packaging 
and beverages disposable 
bottles/containers.

 A large part of the solid waste 
in the world is attributed to this 
packaging. Recycled PET is known 
as RPET, and it is the most widely 
recycled plastic in the world. The 
use of recycled PET by giving a new 
life to an already made product 
in place of virgin resin results in 
reduced environmental impact.   

Glacier Rpet  MO6237
Drinking bottle in RPET with rubberised finish and 
stainless steel cap with inner RPET lid and silicone 
ring. BPA free. Leak-free. Capacity: 600 ml. Not 
suitable for carbonated drinks.

Iceland Rpet  MO9940
Drinking bottle in RPET with lid in stainless steel and 
TPR grip making it easy to carry. BPA free. Leak free. 
Capacity: 780 ml. Not suitable for carbonated drinks.

Utah Rpet  MO9910
Drinking bottle in RPET which is BPA free. Leak-free. 
Capacity: 500 ml. Not suitable for carbonated drinks.

Malla  MO6182
Shopping bag or beach bag with long handles in 
600D RPET with RPET mesh and front zipper pocket. 
Cooler compartment at the bottom.

Totepet  MO9441
Shopping bag in 190T RPET with long handles. 100 
gr/m². Eco-friendly material made from recycled 
plastic bottles. Sublimation print available on white 
item only.

Tote  MO6188
RPET laminated nonwoven shopping bag with long 
handles. 100 gr/m².

Fama  MO6134
Large shopping bag or beach bag in 600D RPET with 
long handles and bottom gusset.

Foldpet  MO9861
Foldable shopping bag in 190T RPET with drawstring 
closure on pouch. Sublimation print available on 
white item only.
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Pizzaway  MO6191
Insulated pizza delivery bag in 600D RPET with 1 
long adjustable shoulder strap and 2 side handles. It 
has a PU coating with a waterproof finish.  Isolation 
material: aluminium foil + 6mm foam.

Icecube  MO9915
2 tone 600D RPET cooler bag with 2 compartments 
and PEVA lining. Adjustable shoulder strap and front 
pocket. Isolation material:  0.15mm PEVA + 3mm 
foam.

Cuba  MO6150
Cooler bag for 6 cans in 2 tone 600D RPET and front 
pocket. Capacity 3L. Isolation material:  0.15mm PEVA 
+ 3mm foam.

Shooppet  MO9440
Drawstring bag in 190T RPET with PP strings. Eco-
friendly material made from recycled plastic bottles. 
Sublimation print available on white item only.

Hulabag  MO6213
Fanny bag in 210D RPET with zippered main 
compartment and adjustable waist strap.

Terra +  MO6209
Sport or travelling bag in 600D RPET with large 
zippered front pocket, inside zippered pocket and 
adjustable and detachable shoulder strap.

Munich  MO6157
600D RPET backpack with padded shoulder strap 
with main internal compartment. It has a zippered 
front pocket. Includes one internal 13 inch laptop 
compartment. Zipper main compartment on 
backside for better security.

Urbancord  MO9970
Drawstring bag in 420D RPET with detachable COB 
light on the front. Button cell battery included.

Urbanback  MO9969
Backpack in 600D RPET with detachable COB light 
on the front panel. Front pocket with Velcro closure. 
Mesh pocket on the side. Button cell battery included.

Pouchlo  MO9818
Documents bag or 15 inch laptop pouch in RPET felt, 
2mm thick, with front pocket and hook and loop 
closing.

Baglo  MO6186
RPET felt messenger or laptop bag with hook and 
loop closure. Fits a 15 inch laptop.

Taslo  MO6185
RPET felt shopping bag with long handles and 
bottom gussets.

Lany Rpet  MO6100
Lanyard in RPET with metal hook and safety 
breakaway. 20mm wide. Sublimation print available 
on white item only.

Monte Lomo  MO6156
Backpack in 600D RPET with dark cords in front and 
reflective front panel feature. Mesh pockets on both 
sides.

Better & Smart  MO6155
Cosmetic bag with double zipper. 600D RPET.

Marco RPET  MO9964
Unisex knitted Beanie hat in soft stretchable RPET 
polyester.
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MO4070  MO4070
Horizontal shopping bag with long self material or PP 
webbing handles.

MO4080  MO4080
Horizontal shopping bag with long self material or PP 
webbing handles.

MO4340  MO4340
Horizontal shopping bag with non-woven long 
handles.

MO4120  MO4120
Horizontal shopping bag with long self material or PP 
webbing handles.

MW1101  MW1101
Double layer beanie. 50% rPET + 50% acrylic, 55 
grams.

MPCT11  MPCT11
Full colour design on 1 side included. 100% RPET 
(140gsm) cooling towel. Simply wet with water and 
wave to activate.

ML3101  ML3101
Recycled PET (RPET) multi scarf. 

MO1082  MO1082
Rotating mechanism memory stick made in 100% 
recycle plastic material featuring recycling printed 
logo.

Reusable bags with a full surface to print 
your message. These bags are the perfect 

functional and eco-friendlier gifts. 

Delivery time from 4 weeks. 

FULLY CUSTOMISED 
REUSABLE BAGS

250
MOQ

2500
MOQ

100% RPET210D  

MB1110
XL foldable bag with zippered pouch. 
100% recycled PET. Size: 49x60 cm.

MB1111
Foldable vest shopping bag in 100% RPET 
with inside pocket. Size: 41x63  cm.

ML1104 Fine Polyester.
ML1303 100% RPET.

ML1204 Fine Polyester.
ML1304 100% RPET.  
Optional straw accessories.

ML1016 Fine Polyester.
ML1316 100% RPET.

ML1020 Fine Polyester.
Adjustable length.
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RECYCLED PAPER
We have introduced a new range 
of paper products. The same 
items you already know and love, 
made with sustainability in mind.

 This is only one of many ways we 
are adapting to help the ecosystem. 
Did you know the average tree can 
be used to produce over 8,000 
pieces of paper?  Once the paper is 
sorted, it is processed into usable 
raw materials which we mold into 
convenient items.  

Mid Paper Book  
MO9867
A5 Cardboard cover (250gr/m²) notebook with 80 
stitched recycled pages in 70 gr paper.

Paper Book  MO9866
A4 Cardboard cover (250gr/m²) notebook with 80 
stitched recycled pages in 70 gr paper.

Mini Paper Book  
MO9868
A6 Cardboard cover (250gr/m²) notebook with 80 
stitched recycled pages in 70 gr paper.

Paper Tone M  MO6173
Medium Gift paper bag.  90 gr/m².

Piedra  MO9536
Ring notebook, 70 sheet lined stone paper and 
recycled carton cover. Stone paper is made from 
natural stone – calcium carbonate, limestone and 
HDPE plastic.

Bambloc  MO9435
Bamboo cover notebook with 70 lined recycled paper 
pages. Includes matching bamboo ball pen with ABS 
tips and clip.

Grow me  MO6235
Soft cover memo set with growing paper cover, 25 
sticky grass paper sheets and 3 colour page markers. 
After use a selection of wildflower meadow seeds 
will grow when planting them in soil.

Grow me  MO6234
Soft cover growing paper with memo block of 50 
sticky grass paper sheets. After use a selection of 
wildflower meadow seeds will grow when planting 
them in soil.
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Baobab  MO6220
A5 notebook with recycled PU cover and 80 lined 
pages closed with elastic band and ribbon.

Aruba +  MO6201
Recycled paper classic playing cards in a paper box. 
54 cards.

COMBE1  COMBE1
Recycled Hard cover ComboNote (106x77mm, closed) 
with recycled sticky notes (80gsm) of 100x72mm 
and 50x72mm; and recycled markers in 3 different 
colours.

SNES50  SNES50
Recycled soft cover sticky note (size 100x72mm, 
closed) with 50 sticky notes of recycled white paper 
(80gsm).

Growtree™  MO6228
Give a tree back to the earth. Including pine seeds 
(pinus nigra) which gives a new life to the planet. The 
tree will grow approx. 30 cm per year. Made in EU.

Growdice™  MO6227
Give a tree back to the earth with this wooden dice. 
Including pine seeds (pinus nigra) which gives a new 
life to the planet.

Growbookmark™  
MO6226
Give a tree back to the earth with this paper 
bookmark with cotton rope. Including pine seeds 
(pinus nigra) which gives a new life to the planet. The 
tree will grow approx. 30 cm per year. Made in EU.

Grownotebook™  
MO6225
Give a tree back to the earth with this sustainably 
paper notebook. 72 lined sheets and spiral. Including 
pine seeds (pinus nigra) which gives a new life to the 
planet. The tree will grow approx. 30 cm per year. 
Made in EU.
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RENEWABLE
Renewable materials are 
great for the environment 
as the natural resource can 
replenish itself generation after 
generation.

After harvesting and sometimes 
with the help of recurring 
processes, the resource will grow 
back by itself over time and can 
be harvested again. This makes 
renewable materials one of the 
most sustainable choices around.

CORK

BAMBOO  

MO9894

MO9623
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Notecork  MO9860
A5 notebook 96 lined sheets with cork soft cover. 
60gr/m².

Suber  MO9623
A5 notebook 96 lined paper with cork cover, pen loop 
and elastic band for closure.

Foldcork  MO9858
Cork memo pad 125 yellow pages with 5x25  sticky 
multi-coloured tabs. 25 pages.

Visioncork  MO9855
Cork cover sticky note-pads. Includes 5 sticky multi-
coloured tabs and two sizes of repositioning sticky 
memo pads of 50 pages and 25 pages.

Fanny Cork  MO6232
Manual fan in wood with cork fabric sheeting.

Guapa Cork  MO9799
Rounded double sided compact mirror with cork 
finish cover.

Boat  MO6161
Oval floating cork key ring with braided rope.

ML1038  ML1038
Lanyard in 100% cork.

CORK
Cork is the bark of the 
selfregenerating cork oak tree. 
It is ranked among the most 
durable organic materials with 
the property of stabilizing the air 
temperature and humidity. 

can be processed for production 
in simple natural way. It has good 
adhesive properties, making it easy 

materials. In general the cork 
industry is regarded as one of the 
most environmentally friendly. Cork 
is 100% natural and biodegradable.
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Campo Tea  MO9950
Bamboo tea box with transparent glass lid. Within the 
4 equally divided compartments you can easily hold 
up to 24 teabags.

Serve  MO6151
Cutting board in bamboo wood with convenient 
serving handle. With jute hanging cord.  Ø31 cm.

Speakbox  MO6219
5.0 wireless stereo speaker in ABS with bamboo 
casing. Rechargeable Li-ion 2000 mAh battery 
included. Output data: 4 Ohm, 5Wx2. Playing time 
aprox. 4 hrs, charging time 3 hrs.

Audio  MO9894
5.0 wireless speaker with bamboo casing with LED 
light indication. 1 Rechargeable Lithium 500 mAh 
battery included. Output data: 3W, 3 Ohm and 5V. 
Playing time approx. 4h (70% volume).

Cleandesk  MO9391
Desk storage desk box in bamboo with wireless 
charger. Including 80 cm USB cable charger. Output 
DC 5V/1A. Compatible with all QI enabled devices 
such as the latest androids, iPhone® 8, 8S and X 
and newer.

Wire&Stand  MO9692
Double coil wireless charger for 1 device in 
bamboo casing and with stand functionality. 
Place smartphone on it to begin charging. Output: 
DC5V/1.0A. Compatible with latest Androids, iPhone® 
8, X and newer.

Rundo  MO9434
Wireless charger in bamboo. Connect device to 
your computer, place smartphone on it and allow 
it tocharge. Blue light lit when charging. Output: 
DC5V/1.0A. Compatible with all QI enabled devices 
such as latest Androids, iPhone® 8, X and newer.

Caracol  MO9706
Smartphone stand and amplifier in bamboo material.

BAMBOO
Bamboo is one of the fastest 
growing plants (grass) and it can 
replenish itself within a year 
with a minimum water need and 
without need of fertilisers to 
boost its growth.

Since bamboo is naturally pest-
resistant there is no usage of 
pesticides. Bamboo is a very 
renewable resource, strong and 
durable. It absorbs more Co2 from 

which improves the air quality. 
Bamboo is 100% natural and 
biodegradable.
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MO1202i  MO1202i
Rotating Bamboo casing USB flash drive. Ideal for 
laser engraving. As natural materials are used, 
the colour per item and the outcome of the laser 
engraving can vary.

MPFN03  MPFN03
Full colour printing on one side included. Manual 
hand fan in bamboo with 80gsm paper fabric sheet.

Creditcard Plus  MO1203
6GB USB Flash Drive with protective bamboo cover. 
Bamboo is a natural product, there may be slight 
variations in colour and size per item, which can 
affect the final decoration outcome.

Chan Bamboo  MO9991
Double wall stainless steel insulated vacuum flask 
with bamboo outer cover. Capacity 400 ml. Bamboo 
is a natural product, there may be slight variations in 
colour and size per item, which can affect the final 
decoration outcome. Leak free.

Batumi  MO9421
Double wall stainless steel insulating vacuum flask 
with bamboo cover and additional tea infuser. 
Capacity: 400 ml. Bamboo is a natural product, there 
may be slight variations in colour and size per item, 
which can affect the final decoration outcome.

Rio Bamboo  MO9485
Push button ball pen with bamboo barrel and ABS 
fittings. Blue ink.

Tubebam  MO6229
Basic natural bamboo ball pen. A simple, yet stylish 
pen thanks to the bamboo wooden look. A real office 
essential. This pen has blue ink.

Powerbam  MO9673
Power bank 2200 mAh in Bamboo case. Capacity for 
smartphone use, out put current DC5V/1A. Includes 
indicating light and USB cable with micro USB plug. 
Including Type C connector.

Apoya  MO9693
Smartphone stand in bamboo.

Whippy  MO9944
Bamboo phone stand holder. It includes 2 parts, 
you can assemble it vertically to hold your phone. 
Bamboo is a natural product, there may be slight 
variations in colour and size per item, which can 
affect the final decoration outcome.

Mayen  MO9904
Salad spoon in bamboo. Bamboo is a natural product, 
there may be slight variations in colour and size per 
item, which can affect the final decoration outcome.

Mendi  MO9683
Set of 4 coasters made of bamboo. Presented in a 
bamboo holder. Bamboo is a natural product, there 
may be slight variations in colour and size per item, 
which can affect the final decoration outcome.

Valbamper  MO9925
Stainless steel speed bottle opener with bamboo 
surface. Bamboo is a natural product, there may be 
slight variations in colour and size per item, which 
can affect the final decoration outcome.

Dakai  MO9926
Bamboo bottle opener with coaster function. 
Bamboo is a natural product, there may be slight 
variations in colour and size per item, which can 
affect the final decoration outcome.

Custos+  MO6200
RFID Anti-skimming card in bamboo case. In this 
digital era, thieves do not even need to steal your 
wallet to get to your money or information. By using 
an electromagnetic field this anti-skimming card 
makes all 13.56 MHz cards (trains, buses, bank or 
credit cards) secure from electronic pick pocketing 
2-3 cm around the card.

ML1028  ML1028
1 colour silkscreen on 1 side included. Flat bamboo 
fabric lanyard with metal hook. 
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ETHICAL FABRICS
Ethical fabrics are materials that 
are organically processed, so no 
pesticides are being used. Our 
materials are recovered from 
old or unworn clothes and waste 
fabrics. So up-cycled.

HEMP

ORGANIC COTTON

RECYLCED FABRICS

MO6164

MO6162
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HEMP
Hemp is one of the oldest and 
most eco-friendly textile fabrics. 

growing cannabis plant that is 
naturally pest resistant and that 
can grow without the assistance 
of fertilizers and pesticides. 

This makes it a 100% organic 
crop and very environmentally 
friendly. Not only the production 

sustainable,but also due to the fact 

recyclable.

Naima Apron  MO6164
Adjustable kitchen apron with 2 front pockets in 
100% hemp fabric. 200 gr/m².

Naima Tote  MO6162
100% hemp fabric shopping bag with long handles 
with gusset in the bottom. 200 gr/m².

Naima Bag  MO6163
Drawstring bag in 100% hemp fabric. 200 gr/m².

Naima Cosmetic  
MO6165
Cosmetic bag with double zipper. 100% hemp fabric. 
200 gr/m².

Naima Cap  MO6176
5 panel baseball cap in 100% hemp fabric 370 gr/
m² with brass clips on adjustable strap closure. 5 
stitched eyelets in matching colour. Size 7 1/4.
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ORGANIC COTTON
Organic cotton is equal to cotton 

naturally grown without use 
of any pesticides, herbicides, 
fertilizers or any other chemical. 

In order to know for sure that 
the cotton is indeed organic, 
manufacturers go through 

by GOTS). The number of organic 
cotton farms is increasing rapidly 
however they still only account for a 
very small part of cotton production 
worldwide.

Organic Cottonel  
MO8973
Organic cotton shopping bag with long handles. 105 
gr/m². 

Zimde  MO6190
Organic cotton shopping bag with long handles. 140 
gr/m².

Zimde Colour  MO6189
Organic cotton shopping bag with long handles. 140 
gr/m².

Terry  MO9931
Terry towel made of 100% 360 gsm organic cotton. 
100x50 cm. 

Perry  MO9932
Terry towel made of 100% 360 gsm organic cotton. 
140x70 cm. 

MT4005  MT4005
Relief woven jacquard towels (also known as 
embossed jacquard) are made of 100% organic 
cotton in 1 colour (pantone matched).

SOL’S EPIC S03564
SOL’S EPIC Unisex T-shirt in organic cotton, ribbed 
collar, round neck and modern fit, tubular knit. Fabric 
details 140g/m², single jersey 100% organically grown 
cotton. OEKO-TEX.

ML1036  ML1036
1 colour silkscreen on 1 side included. Made of 
organic cotton, same colour on both sides, with 
metal hook.
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RECYCLED FABRICS
Recycled fabrics are made from 
waste fabrics (any textiles). 
Collected textile waste is 

back in to reusable fabrics an 
used for the production of bags, 
garments or linen.

Most of the manufacturers work 
with two streams : pre-consumer 
waste (scrap from production) and 

collected). The colour segregation 
occurs during the process to avoid 
as much as possible the re-dyeing 
of the fabric.

Moira Duo  MO9603
2 tone recycled cotton and recycled polyester 
shopping bag with drawstring and long handles. 
Approx. 140 gr/m². This item can shrink after printing.

      

Cottonel Duo  MO9424
2 tone recycled cotton and recycled polyester 
shopping bag with long handles. Approx. 140 gr/m². 
This item can shrink after printing.
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REUSE PRODUCTS
Choose more sustainable 
materials and replace disposable 
with reusable products  

In the way we interact with our 
environment, unnecessary waste 
is no longer an option. Replacing 
disposable products made of 
non-renewable resources by 
reusable products or biodegradable 
materials is an important step 
forward
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Marketa +  MO9847
Cotton shopping bag with short handles. 140gr/m².

Cottonel +  MO9267
Cotton shopping bag with long handles. 140 gr/m².

Cottonel Colour +  
MO9268
Cotton shopping bag with long handles. 140 gr/m².

Portobello  MO9596
Cotton shopping bag with long handles and gusset. 
140 gr/m².

Portobello  MO9595
Cotton shopping bag with long handles and gussets. 
140 gr/m².

Veggie  MO9865
Re-usable food bag. One side is in cotton (140gr/
m²) and other one is in mesh cotton (110gr/m²). 
Drawstring closure.

Fresa Soft  MO9639
Foldable shopping bag in cotton with short handles 
with drawstring closure on pouch. 105 gr/m².

Moura Original  MO8634
Canvas shopping bag with short handles and front 
zipped pocket. 280 gr/m². Produced to the OEKO-TEX 
standard.

Campo De Geli  
MO6160
Jute shopping bag with long handles, laminated and 
with hook and loop closure, front with canvas pocket 
and cotton webbing.

India Tote  MO9518
Twill cotton shopping bag with a jute detail. Long 
handles. 160 gr/m².

Campo De Fiori  
MO8967
Jute shopping bag laminated with front in canvas 
and cotton webbing. Long handles.

Brick Lane  MO8965
Jute laminated shopping bag with cotton paddle. 
Short handles.

Juhu  MO7264
Jute shopping bag with cotton handles.

Jute Large  MO9930
Large gift jute draw cord bag. Size approx.

Jute Medium  MO9929
Medium gift jute draw cord bag.

Jute Small  MO9928
Small gift jute draw cord bag.
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MB9009
MB9010
MB9011
MB9012 

100% cotton. Mesh fabric front and the 
regular backside makes this the best 
option for your large all over printed 
design. Packed in custom kraft sleeve.

30(w)x20(H) cm
30(w)x35(H) cm
30(w)x40(H) cm
3 pieces set

100% cotton. Mesh fabric front and 
back with your custom design cotton 
label. Packed in custom kraft sleeve.

MB9005
MB9006
MB9007
MB9008 

30(w)x20(H) cm
30(w)x35(H) cm
30(w)x40(H) cm
3 pieces set

Backside

Front

Choose from di�erent natural materials and 
have your design printed from edge to edge 
to maximise the impact of your message.   
 
Delivery time from 5 weeks. 

FULLY CUSTOMISED 
COTTON BAGS

250
MOQ

1000
MOQ

Choose from one of our standard sizes or have your bag created in your own custom measurements.

(Organic) 
Cotton

105 gsm

(Organic)  
Cotton

140 gsm

(Organic)  
Cotton

180 gsm

(Organic)  
Cotton

280 gsm

MB8101 (digital)
Size: 38(w) x 42(h) cm. 
Long handle 70 x 2 cm.

MB8101 (silkscreen)
Size: 38(w) x 42(h) cm. 
Long handle 70 x 2 cm.

MB8115
Size: 33(w) x 36(h) cm. Short handle  
39 x 2 cm. Shoulder strap: 110x2.5cm. 

MB8102
Size: 38(w) x 42(h) cm.
Short handle 36 x 2 cm.
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Double Chan  MO6212
Stainless steel lunchbox 2 compartments with strong 
and secure side buckles. Capacity 1200 ml.

Chan Lunchbox  
MO9938
Stainless steel lunchbox with strong and secure side 
buckles. Capacity 750 ml.

Savanna  MO9967
Stainless Steel lunchbox with bamboo lid and 2 
cutlery utensils with attachable polyester band. 
Capacity 600ml.

Paper Straw  MO9795
Set of 10 paper straws presented in a Kraft box.

Setboo  MO9786
Re-usable bamboo cutlery set in canvas pouch. 
Includes knife, fork and spoon.

Natural Straw  MO9630
Set of 2 reusable bamboo straws , stainless steel-
nylon cleaning brush in cotton pouch. Since bamboo 
is a natural material the thickness and surface can 
vary.

5 Service  MO6149
Re-usable stainless steel cutlery set including fork, 
knife, spoon, straw and brush in neoprene pouch.

Tribeca  MO7683
Single walled ceramic mug with silicone lid and wrap 
band. 400ml capacity. Not suitable for microwave 
use. Ceramic transfer is dishwasher safe. As this is a 
single walled mug heat transfer can still occur.

Astoria  MO8078
Single wall tumbler in shiny white PP with silicone lid 
and middle ring. Capacity 350 ml. As this is a single 
walled mug heat transfer can still occur.

Batumi  MO9421
Double wall stainless steel insulating vacuum flask 
with bamboo cover and additional tea infuser. 
Capacity: 400 ml. Bamboo is a natural product, there 
may be slight variations in colour and size per item, 
which can affect the final decoration outcome.

Paddington  MO8130
Double wall ceramic travel tumbler with silicone 
lid. Cup capacity: 275 ml. Ideal for hot beverages. 
Not suitable for microwave use. Pad printing is not 
dishwasher safe. Ceramic transfer is dishwasher safe.

Belo Bottle  MO9812
Double wall stainless steel with copper insulating 
vacuum bottle. Capacity 500 ml.

Helsinki  MO9431
Double wall stainless steel insulating vacuum flask 
with lid in bamboo and carry handle. Capacity: 500 
ml. Sublimation print available on white item only.

Mokka  MO9689
Double wall Stainless Steel tumbler with bamboo 
case and moveable drink hole. Capacity 300 ml.

Rodeo Colour  MO9618
Double wall stainless steel travel cup with black PP 
lid. Capacity: 400 ml.

Falun Kopp  MO9228
Double wall stainless steel leak free cup with inner 
PP and handle. Capacity: 340 ml.
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YC8287
300 ml.  The carabiner is not for 
climbing (non professional use).

YC9805
400 ml. The carabiner is not for 
climbing (non professional use).

YC9350
750 ml. The carabiner is not for 
climbing (non professional use).

Choose the colour of the body, the lid and the carabiner 
and add your full colour 360 degrees design imprint.

Design your own 
stainless steel bottle 
in the colour of your 
choice! Choose between 
single or double wall 
steel, between 500 or 
750 ml and pick your 
favorite lid.  
 
Delivery time from 6 weeks

CUSTOMISED 
SPORTS 
BOTTLES

100
MOQ

Choose your favorite lid:

MS9450
Single wall 
bottle 500ML.

1 3

5

2

4
6

MS9475
Single wall 
bottle 750ML.

MS8450
Double wall 
bottle  500ML.

MS8475
Double wall 
bottle 750ML.
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The most popular single wall aluminium 
bottles in the colours of your choice.  
 
Delivery time from 8 weeks

FULLY CUSTOMISED 
BOTTLES

1000
MOQ




